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Greetings from Dragonfly’s new editorial team:
John Millican and Margaret Lord.
First we must thank Chris Coyle for the splendid
job he did as editor along with all the other hats he
wears for us.
While covering the present-day activities of the
Trust, we hope to broaden the scope of Dragonfly.
For example, we would like to include more history,
bearing in mind the vital role played by canals in
the prosperity of this country.
We should not forget the boatpeople: the men
and women who lived on the narrowboats, bringing
up families while delivering the goods and the fuel
which factories and businesses depended on. Their
life called for an amazing level of skill and hard
work. We plan to feature this in a forthcoming issue.
The activities of the Trust are creating new
habitats for wildlife: we intend to publish a regular
wildlife column, as well as articles on various
aspects of our environment.

This, however, is your magazine, and we would
like to know what topics you think we should cover.
Would you like to write an article for us? If you have
any contributions or comments, we are eager to
hear from you.
How many readers would be happy to receive
an electronic copy of Dragonfly? Some already do
but we are not sure the question has ever been
asked. You will see in our letters section, reference
to membership fees. Reducing printing costs would
be an obvious benefit to the Trust. We would need
an email address. Please let us know.
We would also like to incorporate more colour
into Dragonfly so if any of our kind patrons would
care to sponsor us we can look at that too.
Please let us have your feedback so that we can
provide what our customers want.
Our thanks to Dr Arthur Hollman for sponsoring
the new software used for this publication.
The Editors
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Vice-Chairman’s Report
Chris Coyle
As seems to be the case now, in all our reports,
blogs, newsletters etc there is a constant theme
"There is a lot happening". I can promise you
that my report to you this time will be no
different.
I am pleased to report that the Trust has reached
agreement in principle to buy the Peterborough
Arms from Wadworth. We are now at the stage of
detailed contract discussions, involving our
respective solicitors. I am not sure how long that
will take, but I am hopeful it will not be too drawn
out. On behalf of the Trust I want to express my
sincere thanks to all of our members who have
made donations, or agreed to lend the money for
the purchase. Once again I am amazed at the
generosity shown. But more importantly in a way,
I am heartened by the enthusiastic way in which
members have responded because it shows terrific
support for what we are doing, and confidence in
the future. That of course is only the first step in a
major project, and we will need to address in great
detail our plans for the next stage.
Also on the good news front, we have been
informed that the Board of Biffa Waste Management
has agreed in principle to grant us a lease on the
canal that forms part of the Studley Grange landfill
site. The terms that are being offered by Biffa are
very generous, and we are most grateful for their
support. The application for planning permission
to carry out the work is going through process; we
believe that we have supplied all the requested
information, and now are hopeful of formal approval
in the near future. We are seeking quotations from
contractors to carry out the work, which must be
done in the next few months.
Elsewhere, the opening of the new Waitrose store
in April was a terrific boost for our ambitions in
Swindon. The store is right by the existing canal
at Kingshill; as a result every customer who walks
through the front door can see the canal right there.
This has generated a lot of interest among the
public. The managers and staff of the store are
also very enthusiastic, recognising that the canal
is an unusual and attractive feature. We are
working on plans to build a landing stage by the
store, so there is a real possibility that Swindonians
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can do part of their shopping trip, at least, by boat.
In parallel we are working with Swindon Borough
Council on plans to join the two existing sections
of canal, at Kingshill and Wichelstowe. The boat
team has done a great job in using the opportunity
presented, running trips on both Saturday and
Sunday now.
Rather less fun, but equally as important, were
the two days I spent at the Examination in Public
by the Planning Inspector of the Local Plan
prepared by Swindon BC. This will have a
significant effect in shaping the development of the
town for the future, and we are having to fight hard
to ensure that the plan reflects our ambitions for
the canal.
There are a number of housing development
proposals all along the line, and we are trying to
keep on top of them to ensure that at the very least
they do not have an adverse impact on the
restoration of the canal at some time in the future.
Where possible we are trying to gain some
advantage for the canal, by pointing out the very
great economic, social and environmental benefits
that come through canal restoration. On that
theme, the recently published independent report
into the benefits for Melksham of the building of the
Melksham Link was a great boost to the project.
The town seems to be getting behind the project
with great enthusiasm; we keep being asked why
we haven't finished it yet! The report, which had a
headline figure of economic benefits of up to £55
million for the town over ten years, received
excellent coverage in the media.
Despite the blight brought about by the proposed
reservoir near Abingdon, we are hopeful of reviving
our efforts on the canal at the Eastern end; there
are some very interesting housing development
proposals that might generate some benefits for
the Trust.
All of this very rapid progress, and stepping up
in the scale of what we are doing, is making us think
hard about how we deal with the changing
circumstances. For example, the Melksham Link
project is a major development and civil engineering
project, with many complex inter-related issues to
be managed. The scale is far bigger than anything

we have tackled before, and we need to think very
carefully about our organisation and professionalism
to make sure we do not fail.
In the meantime I am delighted to see the very
great success of the Heritage Open Days that have
been organised so well by the team. One day was
set aside for schoolchildren to visit the canal at
Pewsham to learn about the canal, its importance,
and impact on the lives of local people. They also
had the chance for some real 'hands-on' practice

at crafts and skills related to the canal (see
photographs below). The second day was thrown
open to the general public, and was a huge success
as well.
We are now looking forward to the Melksham
River Festival on the 6th and 7th of September.
This will be a celebration of the Melksham Link and
the new start for the canal in this area, exactly one
hundred years after the formal abandonment of the
canal. Visit it if you can!

Dress
Rehearsal
at
School

Dress
Rehearsal
no
More
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Canal Partnership Countryside Officer’s Report
Ken Oliver

Ken Oliver before the rain

Partnership News
The June meeting of the Partnership has just
taken place. The partners are keen to get a new
project manager in place for the Towpath
Challenge and discussed some of the issues
raised at Swindon’s recent Local Plan Enquiry.
The wrong sort of rain. I was very honoured to
represent the Trust at the Buckingham Palace
garden party on June 3rd. Almost as if
choreographed, the black clouds that had circled
London for most of the day took their cue at 4pm
from the drum roll of the National Anthem to deposit
their contents on the Royal Party and the 8000
guests. We had been warned in advance that the
wet weather plan was to get wet so a forest of
umbrellas formed the guard of honour for the Royal
Procession making their way through the carefully
aligned corridors on the lawn. Her Majesty the
Queen and Prince Philip made their way to the
Royal tea tent via one line and I, along with 30 or
6

so other guests, took our places on either side of
a second presentation line for HRH Prince of Wales
and HRH the Duchess of Cornwall.
In my brief chat with Her Royal Highness I was
asked to convey how lovely the canal looked with
its associated wildlife along the section from
Reybridge to Pewsham.
A rose by any other name One of the most
frequent questions I am asked after ‘when will the
canal be open’ is ‘how much will it cost’. I think we
should all make a very big effort to point out that
the cost is in fact an investment because the money
spent will show huge returns not only financially
but in many other ways including environmental
and social benefits.
The Melksham Link. So as if to illustrate my last
words, the Economic Benefits Study, produced by
consultants Amec, was published recently and
shows cumulative benefits for the town of potentially
up to £55m.

The new slipway is complete and has been
tested and will hopefully be well used at the River
Festival over the weekend of 6/7 September.
Water Adds Value. The Canal & River Trust and
Inland Waterways Association hosted a one day
workshop in May for canal restoration groups to
share knowledge and experience. CRT now have
a Restoration Manager, Jason Leach, who will be
visiting the Wilts & Berks in June. First shown at
the workshop was a new video ‘Water Adds Value’
which if you have not watched it is well worth
viewing:
http://www.wiltsandberkscanal.org.uk/news/wateradds-value-video
Business connections. Kath, Chris and I spent
the morning recently on the Canal Trust stand at
the Wiltshire Business Expo in Chippenham. It is

clear that support from the business community
will be one of the key components in our restoration
plans. I was heartened by one exhibitor coming
over and urging us to speed up the Melksham Link.
Wilts & Berks Blog. You can keep in touch with
the many fast moving events and projects in our
weekly blog:
http://wiltsberkscanal.blogspot.co.uk
Ken Oliver
Countryside Officer Wiltshire Council

Tel:01249 706494
Email:ken.oliver@wiltshire.gov.uk
Partnership Website:
www.wiltsandberkscanal.org.uk
@wiltsberkscanal

www.facebook.com/wiltsberkscanal

Commemorate the Award to the Trust

What better way to remember the award to the Trust than
by buying the splendid souvenir items that are now
available.
The Trust was awarded a glass crystal, and you can obtain
your own replica, engraved with the name of the Trust.
Pinbadges, ties, scarves and a replica of the crystal award
are available.
Please order your items from:
Administrator, Wilts & Berks Canal Trust,
PO Box 3630, Swindon, SN4 4AN.

Leave a Legacy

The restoration of the Wilts & Berks Canal is one of the most difficult and exciting canal restoration
projects ever. The sections of the canal that we have worked on so far have already shown the enormous
benefits to the community and to the environment of the restored canal. With over 60 miles of canal to
bring back to life as a resource for generations to come we will need funding and support for many years.
As a registered charity what we can achieve depends largely on voluntary gifts and legacies from our
supporters.
For more details and information about how to leave a legacy, contact the Company Secretary on
0845 226 8567 or via chris.coyle@wbct.org.uk
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Nb Dragonfly Report

After the hectic Santa Cruises Nb Dragonfly rested over the early
months of the year and then started the 2014 season by representing
the WBCT at the opening of the new Waitrose store built alongside the
southern end of the restored Kingshill section of the canal.
She made an impressive sight flying the two
“feather” WBCT banners as she drifted back
and forth in front of the store.
Public trips started on Sunday 13th April and
since that time we have operated her for public trips
on each Saturday and Sunday. In addition we have
carried groups on various “official” trips and
charters. As I write this report, we have carried a
total of 185 passengers (not including children) and
raised over £1100 and so with good weather this
will be a very successful summer season. We have
also been asked to accept pre-booking for some
Santa Trips because some of our summer
passengers were upset that they were unable to
join us, as for the last 2 years, we were fully booked
within days of starting the advertising.
The new store at Waitrose has also raised our
profile because each time the Nb Dragonfly passes
the store Waitrose customers ask the store
welcome staff about her and indeed the staff have
started to hand out both Joining and Canal Trip
Leaflets.
We now await the construction of a Landing
Stage at the Waitrose site and the Boat Team feel

that business will substantially increase when we
are able to embark and disembark passengers at
the store.
It would be good to offer weekday shopping trips
from Kingshill to Waitrose (indeed if we started early
enough we could offer staff transport to work (yes,
some walk the towpath to work).
With all these extra trips we could do with some
more volunteers both as crew and as skippers.
There will be a course later in the year so anyone
wishing to train for the CCBM Certificate should
please email boats@wbct.org.uk.
This will, however, be my last BOAT report as
Teresa and I are moving down to Devon. It has
been a privilege to look after Nb Dragonfly for the
last two years and I trust that my successor will
have as much enjoyment from the task as I have
done.
I look forward to returning to Swindon to embark
on the first cruise from Kingshill along under Mill
Lane to Wichelstowe (hopefully early in 2015).
GOOD LUCK TO THE BOAT TEAM AND
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT.
M A Lang, June 2014
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Wootton Bassett
Branch
Water Vole on
the way to
Devon
(Report Page 27)

Land Fund

The activity in acquiring the track of the Wilts & Berks Canal is
continuing to grow and so the need for funds is increasing.
It is vital that we secure the track, as we cannot make serious
progress at any point until we have control of the land.
The Land Fund is still open for donations and if you would like to contribute,
please send a cheque to Wilts & Berks Canal Trust, PO Box 3630,
SWINDON, SN4 4AN. If you were able to donate a few pounds on a
regular basis, that would be even better.

Just contact the office on 0845 2268567 or by email info@wbct.org.uk
or speak to Kath on 01380 831231 or kath.hatton@wbct.org.uk and
we will help you to set up a Standing Order.
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Membership Matters

Membership Secretary’s Report

We welcome the following new members
No
3850
3851
3852
3853
3854
3855
3856
3857
3858
3859
3860
3861
3862
3863
3864
3865
3866
3867
3868
3869
3870
3871
3872
3873
3874
3875
3876
3877
3878
3879
3880
3881
3882
3883
3884
3885
3886
3887
3888
3889
3890
3891
3892
3893

Name
Mrs. C. Veater
Mr. A. Graham
Mr. B. Banfield
Mr. D. Benson
Liddington Parish Council
Mr. and Mrs. S. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. D. Asselbrough
Wilko
Mr. and Mrs. P. Hayes
Mr. J. Leake
Miss P. Howarth and Mr. S. Clark
Mr. R. MacNaughton
Mr. and Mrs. T. Noonan
Mr. M. Hole
Mr. and Mrs. C. Green
Miss I. Whitfield and Mr. T. Peacock
Mr. and Mrs. M. Buck
Mrs. P. Houston
Mr. J. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. R. Whelan
Ms. S. Jenne & Mr. N. Whiston
Mr.and Mrs. D. Rivers
Ms. A. Classics
Mr. and Mrs. P. Tucker
Ms. H. Stuckley
Mr. R. Perrett
Mr. and Mrs. S. Deneen
Mr. and Mrs. J. Weltike
Mr. and Mrs. C. Gough
Mr. J. Hayne
Mrs. H. Poole
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Ms. D. Knopp
Mr. and Mrs. Collerton
Mr. D. Maytum
Mr. and Mrs. F. Wallace
Mrs. P. Mansergh
Mr. and Mrs. C. Penny
Rev. and Mrs. T. Bravington
Mr. D. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. T. Flaherty
Mrs. S. Brass
Mrs. J. Weller
Laurieston House

Town
Bristol
Worcester
Trowbridge
Badbury
Baydon
Melksham
Melksham
Chippenham
Chippenham
Wantage
Calne
Calne
Chippenham
Calne
Bridport
Crowmarsh Gifford
Swindon
Chippenham
Swindon
Chippenham
Calne
Chippenham
Chippenham
Chippenham
Chippenham
Chippenham
Melksham
Bradford on Avon
Chippenham
Chippenham
Swindon
Swindon
Swindon
Taplow
Salisbury
Chippenham
Seend
Calne
Oxford
Fleet
Billericay
Pewsey
Hillmarton
Chippenham
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Branch
Off Line
Swindon
MCC
Swindon
West Vale
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
East Vale
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
East Vale
Swindon
MCC
Swindon
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
Off Line
MCC
MCC
Swindon
Swindon
Swindon
Off Line
Off Line
MCC
MCC
Foxham and Lyneham
East Vale
Off Line
Off Line
MCC
MCC
MCC

3894 Mr. and Mrs. Kings
3895 Mr. and Mrs. M. Sykes
3896 Mrs. D. Kilgour
3897 Mr. and Mrs. P. Bentley
3898 Mr. and Mrs. S. Iwaniszyn
3899 Mr. and Mrs. N. Owen
3900 Mr. S. Purdy
3901 Mr. R. Eggins
Membership Team, June 2014

Faringdon
Calne
Melksham
Swindon
Swindon
Keevil
Chippenham
Semington

East Vale
MCC
MCC
Swindon
Swindon
MCC
MCC
MCC

Industrial Archaeology
and Archive Group

How did I get into this canal restoration lark?
An interest in all things industrial archaeological
---starting with railways and going down-hill
(staircase locks) from there. I blame my
Geography teacher at school (and he knows
this as well). Having left school I got inveigled
into the Vale of White Horse IA Group which just
accelerated my interest. After that I discovered
there was a small group of people meeting at
the Volunteer pub who seemed to be doing
something on the canal at Grove and the rest
is history.
Industrial Archaeology. What is it? That well
known fount of online knowledge Wikipedia defines
it as follows:
Industrial Archaeology (IA) is the systematic study
of material evidence associated with the industrial
past. This evidence, collectively referred to as
industrial heritage, includes buildings, machinery,
artefacts, sites, infrastructure, documents and other
items associated with the production, manufacture,
extraction, transport or construction of a product or
range of products. The field of industrial
archaeology incorporates a range of disciplines
including
archaeology,
architecture,
construction,engineering, historic preservation,
technology, urban planning and other specialties,
in order to piece together the history of past
industrial activities.The scientific interpretation of
material evidence is often necessary, as the written
record of many industrial techniques is often
incomplete or non-existent. Industrial archaeology

includes both the examination of standing structures
and sites that must be studied by an excavation.
At the front of this edition you will see the Aims
of the Canal Trust. It starts: “to protect, conserve
and improve the route of the….” I see the study of
the industrial archaeology and the recording of
information including archiving of the relevant
materials as vital to the task of protection and
conservation, although at first sight that would
appear to refer to the route itself. IA here means
looking at the physical remaining artefacts, large
and small, recording memories, finding photographs
etc.
Doug Small and Jan Flanagan have been
working on the historical materials relating to our
canal and deserve heaps of praise for their work
over the years. However there is a danger that as
restoration gathers pace the archive gets left behind
and we need to ensure that the support and
structure is there.
I would like to start a group for those people with
a special interest in IA and those with specialist
skills that could be useful.
For the moment it would be good to start by
considering the extent of interest and what range
of activities such a group could look after. I have
prepared a list for starters but would welcome ideas.
If you are interested in joining the Wilts & Berks
Canal IA and Archive team…do please email me
on brian.stovold@wbct.org,uk or write/phone using
the details in the directory in Dragonfly.
Brian Stovold

Situation Vacant - Communications Director

We need someone to oversee all our communications, both internal and external. We have such
a good story to tell and we need someone to tell it!
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Fundraising for the Wilts & Berks
Kath Hatton

Looking back at my last article in Dragonfly, I
see that I was telling you about the Sharing
Heritage grant of £7900 from Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF) and now I can tell you that the two
open days at Pewsham Locks were a great
success.
There will be other accounts in the magazine so
I will just say very well done to all involved. There
was a lot of work but it seemed everyone had fun.
On the Saturday, the local committee member for
HLF South-West, Cherry Ann Knott, attended and
stayed about 3 hours speaking to everyone and
having a look at the whole site. Martin Stubbs and
I were able to show her some drawings and talk
about our plans for the restoration as we will be
putting in another bid to HLF, hopefully soon, for
the restoration of the three locks, dry dock,
workshop, sawpit and lime kiln.
We have submitted a bid to Awards for ll for just
under £10K to run the Melksham River Festival on
September 6th and 7th. If we are successful we
will be able to borrow trip boat DRAGONFLY from
her regular base in Swindon and crane her into the
river at Melksham to give boat trips there. Now that
the slipway is finished, some Wilderness trail boats
and some steam boats will also attend the Festival.
Talking to local people at some recent events, there
is a great enthusiasm for the new canal link and for
the festival. The recent AMEC study into the
benefits of the Melksham Link on jobs and
investment in the town illustrated that there will be
a terrific economic, social and environmental boost
to the area.
Following an unsuccessful bid for a grant to allow
the Trust to employ a part-time fundraiser, we have

decided to raise the funds by other means. I am
working on the job description at the moment. Any
experienced fund raisers out there? Please get in
touch with me.
At Wichelstowe the image of our canal has been
greatly enhanced by the opening of the new
Waitrose store. From the café and outside terrace,
there is a marvellous view of the canal. Many
shoppers didn’t even know there was a canal in
Swindon! We are currently working on plans for a
landing stage so that we can start the boat trips
from the store. I will be seeking some funding.
Preparation for the work on the stretch of canal
at Studley Grange is progressing well. We are
waiting for the planning consent to come through
and Biffa are drafting an excellent lease for us –
125 years at £1 a year. I have put a bid in to
Peoples’ Millions (this is a joint scheme with Big
Lottery Fund and ITV) for just under £50K to put in
a multi-user surface path at Studley Grange when
we have completed the excavations of the canal
and to plant the banks of the canal with bee-friendly
wild flowers, scrubs, hedging etc, put in benches
and bird and bat boxes. We will be working with
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust and Friends of the Earth. It’s
a two stage application and the final competition is
in November.
Finally this is Annual Draw time again and you
will find some books of draw tickets with this
magazine that I am hoping you will be able to sell.
It is a very important fundraiser for us. There is a
separate letter about the draw on another page.
Enjoy this lovely weather by your canal.

The Wilts & Berks Canal Grand Draw 2014
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Dear Friend/Member
In 2011, I revived the custom of running an annual Trust draw and since then it has raised over, £15000,
a very useful sum. These funds have helped towards Restoration, the Towpath Project and the Land
Fund. This year the proceeds will be put towards a new trip boat, if you like, a Dragonfly 2 (although the
name is not yet decided).
The trip boat is a great ambassador for the Trust. There is nothing like a slow ride through attractive
countryside, with wildlife all around to promote the joys of canals. Especially when close to an urban
centre, like currently at Swindon. It is an escape from the pressures of our fast moving world. We need
more boats along our 65 miles and so this year’s draw is devoted to raising part of the cost. I believe we
need around £40,000 to have a new boat built with disabled access included.
I am sending out three books of tickets with every copy of Dragonfly. The tickets are £1 each with 5
in a book. There are good prizes on offer, all cash, which should appeal to customers. Selling tickets to
your friends, neighbours and colleagues is a good way to tell them about the wonderful Wilts & Berks
Canal. If you need more books, let me know. Any additional donations for this fund will be much
appreciated too.
Please help us to get afloat all along your canal.
With best wishes and thanks for your support.
Kath Hatton
Fundraising Director & Vice- Chair, E-mail: kath.hatton@wbct.org.uk,

200 Club

What do laser level, tirfor, digger track repair, brush cutter and office equipment have in common? The answer is that this is how money has been awarded this year by the 200 Club;
MCC branch for a laser level
£464
Foxham and Lyneham for a tirfor and cable
£750
West Vale towards repairs to the tracks on their digger
£660
East Vale for a brush cutter
£550
The Trust towards new office equipment in the Swindon Trust Shop
£136
Total
£2560
258 tickets were sold (11 more than last year); the March to November monthly draws will be
£125, £65 and £32 with the usual bumper draw in December.
Prize winners to date are:
March
1st prize
ticket 48
Jim Andress
Chippenham
2nd prize
ticket 77
Gregg Ruthen
Swindon
3rd prize
ticket 85
Clifford Jones
Uxbridge
April
1st prize
ticket 19
Steve & Pip Dudley Shrivenham
2nd prize
ticket 22
Shane Canter
Grittleton
3rd prize
ticket 116
Roger Hunte
Steeple Ashton
May
1st prize
ticket 210
Cliff & Jackie Jones Uxbridge
2nd prize
ticket 105
Dave Maloney
Chippenham
3rd prize
ticket 63
Ann O'Shea
Reading
June
1st prize
ticket 17
Margaret Monk
Grove
2nd prize
ticket 41
David Bissett
Purton
3rd prize
ticket 184
Elizabeth Threlfall
Cumbria

Thanks for your continued support. We hope the branches enjoy their new toys and good luck to
all in the remaining draws.
Jeff and Lynda
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Wilts & Berks Canal Trust

Notice Of Annual General Meeting

Notice is hereby given that the twenty sixth Annual General Meeting of the Wilts &
Berks Canal Trust (company number 2267719) will take place at:
Old Mill Hall, School Lane, Grove, Oxfordshire OX12 7LB, (Grid Ref Explorer 170
SU 400903) on Saturday, 18th October 2014 at 2.00 pm.
AGENDA

ORDINARY BUSINESS
1. To receive any apologies for absence.

2. To approve the Minutes of the twenty fifth AGM held on 19th October 2013 and
to consider any matters arising.

3. To approve the Directors’ Annual Report for the year ended 31st March 2014.

4. To approve the Trust’s accounts for the year ended 31st March 2014.

5.

To elect Members to Council:
a. In accordance with Articles 41 and 42 of the Articles of Association Derek
FLEXER, Doug HARRIS, Dave STIRLING and Eddie THOMAS retire from
Council in rotation. All offer themselves for re-election.
b. In accordance with Article 36 of the Articles of Association Dave MALONEY
offers himself for re-election having been co-opted by Council since the
last AGM.
c. In accordance with Article 44 any other nominations to Council should be
notified to the Company Secretary at the Trust’s offices at Spittleborough
House, Swindon Road, Wootton Bassett SN4 8ET in writing to arrive no
later than Friday 26th September 2014. Nominations should be signed by
the Proposer and by the person nominated, both of whom must be full
members of the Trust. A pen picture of the nominee and his/her interests
and ideas towards the furtherance of the Trust’s aims should be included,
and this will be made available at the meeting for the benefit of Members
during voting.

6. To approve the reappointment of Messrs Morris Owen as accountants of the
Trust at a remuneration to be determined by Council.

SPECIAL BUSINESS

7. No Special Business is proposed.
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8. Any Other Business.
By order of Council

C D Coyle
Company Secretary.

NOTES:
1. As a member of the Trust you are invited to attend the AGM. A member entitled to be present and vote at the AGM may appoint a proxy to attend, speak
and vote on his or her behalf in the event of a poll being demanded on a resolution or a ballot being held for the elections to Council. A proxy MUST be a
member of the Trust. An instrument of proxy may be obtained from the Company Secretary, to whom it must be returned not later than forty-eight hours
before the start of the meeting.

2. A Member may propose a resolution at the meeting. Such a resolution will
be Special Business, requiring a majority of 75% of the votes cast at the meeting. To assist in the orderly conduct of the meeting it would be helpful if members (or their duly appointed proxy) wishing to propose a resolution would
indicate their intention to do so by informing the Company Secretary either in
advance of the meeting or at the venue on the day of the meeting.
3. After the formal business of the AGM there will be an Open Forum Session
at which members may put questions from the floor to the Directors on any
matter relating to the canal or the Trust’s activities.

Alastair K Macdonald - Obituary

It was with great sadness that I heard of the recent death of Alastair K Macdonald, a very distinguished
civil engineer and hydrologist and long serving member of the Trust's Engineering Committee, at the
age of 86. Our EngCom records show that he joined the Trust in May 1997 and was immediately drawn
in by Tony Davy (the Chairman at the time) and was the leading light of the 'steering committee' of the
major W&B Canal Feasibility Study by Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Consultants issued in 1998. Many of
us still consider this Study as the 'Bible' for the development of the W&B Canal.
Alastair's CV shows that he obtained a MA in Engineering from Cambridge University in 1950 followed
by a MSc in Engineering Hydrology from Imperial College London in 1966. He was a Fellow of the
Institution of Civil Engineers. He and his wife lived in a cottage in central Cirencester, having settled
there after a long career as a manager and specialist on major civil engineering projects overseas in
Yemen, Zimbabwe, Malaysia and Indonesia. His last post was as Project Manager on an 80,000 hectare
irrigation project in the North-west Frontier Province of Pakistan, before 'semi retirement' as a consultant
in 1992.
Until about five years ago Alastair had been the stalwart Secretary of our Engineering Committee for
a long period. He was very experienced on water resources, and was always positive about the prospects
of eventually fully opening the Wilts & Berks in the lifetime of the next generation-a great morale booster.
He will be greatly missed by all who were privileged to work with him!
Eddie G Thomas, Co-Engineering Director, W&BCT
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Interesting Wet Quotes

“The canals of England . . . introduced a number of distinctive changes into the landscape. Not only did they bring stretches of water into country often lacking in them, as
in many parts of the Midlands, with consequent changes in bird and plant life, but they
also . . . greatly influenced the growth and appearance of many towns.”
W. G. Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape (1955)
“I could see over the roof of the cabin and along the planks above the sheeted-oop
wheat to the Cut beyond. The hatch doors was fastened behind me to stop me fallin
into the starn. It’s a tricky job for a child, steerin a cargo of wheat, it can shift if yer not
careful and capsize yer boat . . Most boat-children comed early to steerin. Steerin
comed nat’ral, part of yer, like breathin. You was never really children, you was another pair of hands.”
Sheila Stewart, Ramlin Rose: the boatwoman’s story (1993). [The chief character remembers her eighth birthday.]

Situation Vacant Chairman of the Wilts & Berks Canal Trust

The Wilts and Berks Canal Trust is a registered charity, committed to returning this historic
waterway to full navigable status. The canal will restore an important link in the national waterways
network, but the project will also be part of the green infrastructure of the region, creating
connections between existing wildlife habitats and creating aquatic and wetland habitats for
endangered species.
What are we looking for?

Knowledge and Expertise:
• Be able to support fellow Trust members and staff
• Be able to act as an advocate for the organisation
• Have a good understanding of the organisation
Personal Qualities:
• Has a commitment to achieving the most ambitious canal restoration project in the
country
• Commits to preparing for and attending meetings
• Not to be afraid to ask questions
• Ability to work with people at all levels
• Ability to work as a member of a team as well as individually
• Reliable
• Willingness to learn about the project and contribute new ideas
• Personality to represent the organisation as its national profile grows
• Good Communications Skills
• Ability to plan and organise
16

Party of International Guests Enjoy Cruise
John Laverick
On 19th May Nb Dragonfly conveyed a group
of international visitors along the canal in
Swindon. Ten Estonian Textile Artists were on
an exchange visit with the Wiltshire Guild of
Spinners, Weavers and Dyers. Two committee
members of the Guild are also WBCT members
so Val Lenaerts and Valerie Laverick thought it
would be a relaxing experience for their visitors
to journey on the canal. Assisted by Guild
colleagues Auli Part and Una Carlow the outing
was arranged, their guests were impressed!
There are no canals in Estonia although the
country does possess some navigable rivers.
The photograph below shows some of the guests
relaxing aboard Nb Dragonfly after enjoying a
picnic lunch some of which was prepared using
very different but delicious Estonian recipes. The
boat’s crew certainly appreciated joining in to
sample what was on offer.

Unfortunately not all of the Guild’s guests could
participate in the cruise but Kristel Poldma (their
party leader), Pihla Poldma (her daughter), Tiivi
Sooden, VeinikaVastrik, Juulika Roos, Liis
Luhamaa, OliviaTill and Lilian Freigerg were able
to do so and each of them under the watchful eye
of skipper Chris Coyle enjoyed, for them, the unique
experience of taking the helm. The weather was
fantastic and the wildlife along the waterway was
a joy to behold.
These exchange visits began nine years ago
when another group of textile artists made a visit
to Wiltshire as guests of the Wiltshire Guild of
Spinners Weavers and Dyers which this year
celebrates its Golden Jubilee. A few years ago a
group from Wiltshire spent a week in Tallinn with
visits arranged by their hosts to many parts of
Estonia.
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Riverside Boards Show
Proposed Route Of New Canal

The waterway would then continue up the river
before rejoining the original route north of Melksham
Forest. From here, significant stretches towards
Lacock and Pewsham have already been restored
and reopened.
Plans are currently with Wiltshire Council while
wildlife surveys and environmental studies continue.
Trust volunteer Paul Lenaerts is project manager
for the Melksham Link and a member of the Trust’s
Melksham, Chippenham & Calne branch.
He said: “Plans for bringing the Wilts & Berks
Canal back through Melksham are steadily gaining
momentum, so we are grateful to the Area Board
and the town council for helping us to raise
awareness of these exciting proposals.
“The new canal wouldn’t just be for boaters and
canoeists but also anglers, walkers, runners,
cyclists and people with pushchairs and
wheelchairs who would all have access to a
towpath which would open up the local countryside.
“There would also be huge benefits for tourism
and employment - similar to those enjoyed by towns
and villages along the K&A - as well as a new
wildlife corridor enabling plants and animals to
flourish.
“The Melksham Link could completely transform
the town’s prospects.”
The installation of the boards was featured in the
national Waterways World magazine, the Western
Daily Press, Melksham Independent News and
Wiltshire Times.

Report and Picture by Justin Guy

EXCITING plans to restore the Wilts & Berks
Canal through Melksham town centre are now
on display alongside the River Avon.
The Trust has installed two information boards
near Sainsburys and Waitrose in order to raise
awareness of the charity’s vision for a new leisure
and tourism attraction.
They include the history of the canal together
with both the original route of the waterway which
is now lost under housing and the proposed new
route which would bring boats along the River Avon
instead.
The boards have been funded thanks to
generous grants of £500 from Melksham Area
Board and £400 from Melksham Town Council.
The route, known as the ‘Melksham Link’, would
create a new junction with the Kennet & Avon Canal
near Semington and then head north to Berryfield
before joining the River Avon near the Challymead
roundabout, where a new weir would raise the
water level to allow boats to navigate through the
town centre.
The existing weir above the town bridge would
remain exactly as it is today, but a new river lock
and a hydro-electric turbine would be built
alongside.

Trust volunteer Paul Lenaerts alongside one of the
information boards promoting the Melksham Link
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Melksham River Festival 6th & 7th September
Advance pull-out mini-programme
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Melksham River Festival 6th & 7th September
Site Location & Provisional Layout
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Wildlife in the Wilts & Berks Canal Corridor
Summer by the Canal At
Royal Wootton BassetT

May is a particularly lovely month for
watching the natural history of your local
area coming to life after winter. The canal
tow path and neighbouring fields here at
Royal Wootton Bassett host lots of wildlife
over a year and always has something to
look for.
This year there were lots of plants, butterflies
and birds to look for and enjoy after the wet of
the winter. The bright yellow of the coltsfoot is
an early flowerer. This can be found on disturbed
ground where much was seen along the towpath
towards Bincknoll Lane. Other yellow flowers
to be seen include lesser celandine, creeping
buttercup and the tall meadow buttercup later in
the month and the dandelion. Amongst the
yellows are some whites, the most prolific being
the tall feathery leaved cow parsley which is a
member of the carrot family. This plant grows
everywhere and can be seen along hedges,
roadsides and spare land. Another white flower
which will be starting to grow also with small
white flowers on stalks called umbels is
hogweed, a much stouter plant. Look down at
the side of the towpath to see the small blue
flowers of a speedwell. You may also see ribwort
plantain, a rosette of tough ribbed leaves at the
bottom and a long flower stalk, this grows on
grassland everywhere. Another plant of
disturbed ground that grows near the towpath is
the field horsetail. An easily recognised plant
which looks so green and feathery when fully
grown. White dead nettle, lords and ladies lurk
in the hedgerows with red dead nettle, red clover
and groundsel.
Two plants to look out for are red campion and
bush vetch: both grow close to the towpath and
in the hedgerow. Red campion grows to one to
two feet tall usually in clumps in shady places
and amongst nettles and shrubs. The flower is
bright, rosy and pink. Near the Templars Firs
end on the north side of the canal are some
lovely clumps of the campion. Bush vetch is one
of five vetches that can be seen amongst the
vegetation. The leaves and tendrils wind
themselves around other plants. This is another

plant which is common along the towpath and
likes rough areas and bushy places. The flowers
are a muddy purple and in small groups on the
stem. Other pinky flowers to be seen are herb
robert and cranesbill.
During a sunny mid May walk this year
Richard and I enjoyed watching orange-tipped
and green veined butterflies and a rather faded
peacock, listened to whitethroats, willow
warblers, chiffchaffs, chaffinches, skylarks and
a splendidly singing Cetti’s warbler, watched a
tree bee bumblebee foraging for pollen and saw
buff-tailed bumblebees. And by the way, the field
maple, oak, ash and willow trees were starting
to get their canopies with their bright green
leaves and the hawthorn bushes were covered
in may blossom smelling sweet.
Judy Gosnell: May 2014

Green-veined Whites
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Around The Branches

A regular look at what’s happening
along the line.

MELKSHAM, CALNE AND CHIPPENHAM

Chairman:
Derek Flexer 29 Rowden Hill, Chippenham, Wiltshire. SN15 2AQ.

Secretary:

Sandy Wright

The Cocklemore Brook culvert breach
mentioned in the Spring issue is still with us
and the rainfall levels have prevented the water
in the brook from going down sufficiently to do
the engineering survey we need to do before
we can resolve the best solution. We on the
team would much rather repair the existing
culvert, rather than building a completely new
one. This has prevented substantial engineering
progress, but we have done a great deal of
tidying up, safety fencing, etc. in preparation
for our open days in June – by the time you are
reading this, those will be complete and I
understand there should be an article telling
you all about it, so I’ll not dwell further on that
here.
Other developments to report: the ex-British
Waterways work boat, Boswell, has been cut in half
to make a tug and a butty. All the steelwork for
creating the new bow for the butty has been
completed. The majority of the inside and outside
has been painted with bitumen based paint on the
sides and primer on the top surface. The gloss paint
will be applied to the top surface in the near future.
The last remaining job on the butty is the installation
of the wooden flooring. Work has started on the
steelwork for the tug bow. This will take a number
of work sessions to complete. The old engine
control panel has been removed and a new panel
is being installed. The inside of the cabin has been
stripped and a new floor installed. The next job on
the tug is to wire brush all the surfaces in
preparation for painting.
The Melksham Link project is continuing with
wildlife surveys. No water voles have been detected
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on the river and no Great Crested Newts have been
found near the planned route. The badger survey
is complete as is the fish survey. The reptile and
breeding bird surveys are continuing and the bat
survey will be the last one, running from June to
the end of August. Consultants have been
appointed to assemble the Environmental
Statement, which will document all the
environmental aspects of the planning application.
This will be submitted to Wiltshire Council Planners
later in the year, and they will then go out to a
second round of consultation.
The Bailey bridge restoration has completed the
cleaning phase and as soon as the promised paint
donation is delivered, the team will start to paint all
the parts.
An assessment of the economic and tourism
benefits of the Melksham Link has been prepared
by consultants AMEC. This study was
commissioned by Wiltshire Council, Melksham
Town Council, Melksham Trust and WBCT, and
suggests the project could spark an investment of
£55 million in the town over a ten year period.
Canal-side
developments
and
riverside
regeneration were highlighted as major contributors
as well as a big boost to the local tourism industry.
In total, from both tourism and regeneration
opportunities, up to 500 job opportunities could be
created in Melksham. The publication of the report
hit the front page in the Melksham News, and was
featured in the Wiltshire Times, the Western Daily
Press and on Heart FM radio.
We have also started our events season in
earnest, already as I write this in early June we
have so far held an ad-hoc promotion day on

Pewsham Towpath, a promotion day at Emery Gate
in Chippenham, the Easter Bunny hunt in Calne, a
public talk at the Angel Hotel (with 80 people
attending), the May bank holiday sponsored walk,
the Chippenham Folk Festival, Melksham Lions’
40th anniversary event and Semington Dock Open
day. Also complete by the time you read this will be
the Melksham Food & Drink Festival and the Open
Days at Pewsham.
Events still to come this season, Melksham Party
in the Park (July 12th), Chippenham River Festival
(July 19th), Calne Bike Rally (July 26th), Lacock

Village Fair (August 25th), K&A Carnival on the
Canal (August 29th) and, of course, the Trust River
Festival-Melksham (September 6th & 7th). In
preparation for the Melksham River Festival, the
new Melksham Slipway has been largely completed
and we have run a trial launch of Damselfly. At the
moment some finishing touches are still outstanding
for the slipway, but by the time you are reading this,
they should all be complete.
Do come and see us at one of our events coming
up. We’d love to talk to you and share our
enthusiasm with you, many thanks, Derek

FOXHAM & LYNEHAM

Chairman:
Andrew Chapman, Dauntsey Lodge Farm, Sodom Lane, Dauntsey, Wilts, SN15 4JA.
Tel: 01249 890379 Mob:07778 568957
Secretary:
John Harrod, 6 Downham Mead, Chippenham, Wilts. SN15 3LN
Tel. 01249-461023
oWhat a change to the weather since the last
report. Protracted heavy rain has been replaced
by extended high temperatures, falling water
levels and clay that in places seems to be baked
brick-hard.
Gordon and the Sunday workparty are still
slogging away around the Elephant spillway (near
Christian Malford). They continue to pull stumps
but, as the ground dries out and the clay gets
harder, their task becomes more difficult. With one
of the stumps that I tried to help them get out, it
seemed as if the bulk of the tree had been growing
sideways inside the bank. I managed to find a
heavy pulley block (eBay) to give a 2:1 increase in
pull on the winch but it is still a Herculean task for
the team to get these stumps out. Insects arrived
with the sun and demonstrate a preference for thin
human skins rather than tough cattle hides. Well
done to all those who turn out to help.
The purchase of the Peterborough Arms is still
processing. Many of those of you who have bought
any property will appreciate how long the legal
community seem to take to move from accepted
offer to contract exchange. We have a local group
of volunteers in Dauntsey Lock ready and waiting
to start tidying the site as soon as the purchase is
completed.
This year we have intentionally not mowed or
strimmed the towpath to see what wild flowers
would bloom after we cut back quite a lot of growth
the previous autumn. Up around Lock 5 there was
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a beautiful carpet of bluebells. Sid and Joy Skull
planted a few snowdrops and primroses at Seven
Locks to supplement the primroses and cowslips
already there. Primroses and cowslips seem to be
relatively common in various places along the
towpath from Foxham through to Seven Locks.
Thedblooms of ox eye Daisies and red campion
have replaced them as the year has progressed.
Whether it is down to different weather or change
in mowing regime, there seem to be a lot more
butterflies around where we haven’t been mowing.
Damselflies have been around for a few weeks but
I saw my first dragonfly of the year today. Deciding
just when to mow is a difficult trade-off – cutting
early benefits walkers, while cutting late helps the
flowers to seed and spread. We’ve only just started
mowing again, but next year we probably will start
a little earlier.
Another reason why we have held off mowing
around Seven Locks is that we’ve been having
some professional advice on what is, or is not,
reasonable to do there from an ecological viewpoint
while waiting to carry out any major restoration.
What naively seemed a simple question, in reality
turned into a protracted series of exchanges
clarifying terminology and interpretation… until we
finally concluded that we’ve been essentially doing
the correct things all along.
One of the other hats I wear is that I have been
leading on the fight to stop flooding in the Dauntsey
Vale area (Royal Wootton Bassett through to

Foxham) for seven years, being a member of first
the North Wilts District Council and then Wiltshire
Council flood working groups. I have always felt
that the canal’s decline has contributed to this
flooding and campaigned to gain recognition for
the flood related benefits to be gained as a result
of restoration. Out of the blue I was invited to meet
with Owen Patterson, Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs – it turns out
that our flooding is the highest priority issue in North
Wiltshire. I asked for help in three areas, one of
which was help in getting the canal restored to
reduce flood risk. Just how much good this will do
remains to be seen, but it at least keeps the canal
on the agenda.
I have also been campaigning through the same

flood working group for help and support in moving
the Studley Grange restoration (Wootton Basset
branch) forward and received promises of full
backing from five Wiltshire Council elected
members plus the Environment Agency
representative. In itself this isn’t a major
achievement, but with flooding so much in people’s
minds, appreciating that a restored canal can help
is useful.
We have our branch meetings at the Foxham Inn
at 7:30pm on the third Thursday of alternate
months. The next meetings are on 15th July
(normal meeting) and 16th September (AGM
followed by branch meeting.) All members are
welcome so please come along.
Andrew Chapman

WOOTTON BASSETT

Chairman:
Jenny Stratton, 35 Sheriden Drive, Wootton Bassett, Swindon SN4 8JJ Tel 01793 850310
Secretary:
Tel 01793 636297
John Bower, 20, Glebe Road, Royal Wootton Bassett, SN4 7DU

The first part of the last quarter started off as a
continuation of the previous one, that is, wet
and muddy. However things have improved a
little with some periods of drier and warmer
weather with the hope for further improvement
as summer progresses.
We worked for several more weeks at
Dunnington Aqueduct, clearing the scrub and
summer growth from the top of the structure,
clearing the sides of the portals and removing as
much ivy as possible from the brickwork. It took
quite a few bonfires to burn up all of the vegetation
we had cleared. The south face of the aqueduct
was restored quite a few years ago but now needs
a bit more work done to it. The North face is in a
poor condition and needs serious restoration. The
tunnel of the structure is about a hundred feet long
and when the water level is low it is possible to walk
through there with care and wellies. Most of the
brickwork is in remarkably good condition after
coping with the vagaries of a substantial stream
running through it for a couple of hundred years.
We have had only limited winter access to the
aqueduct for several years but we must try to gain
greater access to do more major repairs.
We have had planning permission to extend the
canal westwards from Templars Firs recently and
are hoping to proceed with phase one to the Council

Yard fence when we can. However, though this is
only about a hundred yards in length it is fraught
with problems in that a network of sewers runs
under the section and we will need to build a lift
bridge here as well as restoring the canal. Guy
Robinson who is managing the project is in
discussions with Wessex Water to try to find a
solution to the problems.
On the Templars Fire section the work party have
put in a big effort to clear the canal of weeds again
and to remove many of the overhanging tree
branches and brambles that are encroaching on
the canal. At the moment the canal is looking in
good shape and we are working to keep it that way.
We have a path along the canal on the opposite
side from the towpath, from the slipway to the
second bridge. Last summer we cleared a further
couple of hundred yards to extend the offside path
to the end of the watered section. Unfortunately,
Network Rail contractors needed to replace the
fence next to our new path and made a bit of a
mess of it in the process with the machines they
used. We did complain about this and after an
onsite meeting the contractors agreed to make
good the damage, do a couple of other jobs for us,
and make a contribution to Branch funds. We are
now waiting for the grass to grow on the path so
we can start cutting it.
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Further along at Chaddington we have started
to cut the grass around the lock and the paths
again. This section is also looking good at the
moment, especially with the new section below the
lock completed.
Things have been busy for a while on the Biffa
site. To back up our planning application we had
an environmental study undertaken which indicated
a healthy water vole population on site. Action had
to be taken to translocate (an environmentalists
word) the voles to another site. Andrew Chapman
is project managing the restoration work on the
Biffa site and he organised the work to remove the
furry creatures. Over a hundred traps were set and
monitored two or three times a day for a couple of
weeks during which time twenty-one voles were
caught and sent to a breeding site in Devon (photo

page 9). When this was done a large digger with
driver was used to scrape back the soil from both
sides of the stream to deter re-colonisation of the
site. The Biffa site is over a kilometre long so the
clearance was quite a job but completed in a week.
During the clearance work an environmental officer
and Trust member were also on site at all times.
Of course, the vegetation is now starting to grow
again so it has to be strimmed to prevent it
becoming a des res for home seeking water voles.
Looks like there will be plenty to keep us busy
this summer. Our work party numbers are up to a
dozen quite often but we are always looking for
more people to come along on a Wednesday work
party.
John Bower

SWINDON

Chairman:
Rod Hacker, 11 Whittington Road, Swindon, SN5 7DF
Secretary:
Oliver Gardiner
Already four months into the new year with a
new committee and where have we got to? Our
main drive has been to increase our local
presence and membership, of both active
members and armchair supporters. Our
programme for these objectives is starting to
build due to great deal of support from our
small, multi-tasking band of volunteers.
The big event so far has surely been the publicity
we gained from the opening of the new Waitrose
store right on the side of the canal at Wichelstowe.
With great support from the boat team and others
we had a strong presence around the opening
events and over Easter. Waitrose are highly
supportive of our activities there and provided over
£500 for our share of the monthly £1000 they
allocate to local charities through their green disc
scheme. They are also supporting our scheme to
install a landing stage for the Nb Dragonfly right
alongside. This scheme is being worked up now
and we expect to apply for planning permission
very soon.
We have taken the Trust’s tent to the Swindon
Duck Race and the Liddington Village Fete. Again
with the boat team, our branch had a strong
involvement with a regional Brownies’ event on the
canal side at Wichelstowe where about 300 girls
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enjoyed games, canoeing and trip boat rides over
a weekend. After a torrential downpour just as
everyone was setting up the weather turned dry
and a great time was had by all. I had help from
the local Wiltshire Wildlife secretary to host two
Year 6 classes from Lethbridge School in a
biodiversity study on the towpath. Let’s hope that
we can get the young people’s families interested
in the canal.
We have more public showings planned for our
Trust display tent over the summer but we do need
some more helpers.
Behind the scenes work has also continued to
develop major projects. We are hoping to
accelerate the programme of work at Wichelstowe
in order to get completed early the link between
East Wichel and Westlease lengths. Design work
and discussions with the borough council continue.
At Mouldon Hill, we have submitted the planning
application for all the development work there. We
still plan to start on site in late summer provided
we can get all the necessary consents.
Some members may be aware of the recent
Public Inquiry into Swindon’s new structure plan.
It is vital to preserve the canal route in the new plan.
Chris Coyle and Ken Oliver represented the trust
at the inquiry. Adye Goodenough sat through many

sessions and has reviewed some of the 1000+
published documents to identify those potentially
affecting the canal.
Our work party is active on Sundays and some
other days depending on the workload. More
helpers are need here also. Please pass your email
address to Ray Aldridge who will then be able to
keep you informed directly of work plans. The main
task recently has been to improve the land drainage
by Wichelstowe lock to avoid flooding of the
towpath. Weed clearance and general
housekeeping tasks have continued. The whole
work party group is keenly awaiting the start of
some much juicier projects once we can get them

launched.
We agreed previously that the business format
meetings should be interspersed with more social
and informative events for members. Any
volunteers to organise them? Don’t forget that our
meetings are open to all members to contribute to
the discussions and planning. If you want to stay
in close contact make sure that our secretary Oliver
has your current email address.
I seem to be ending this report on the familiar
refrain of ‘We need more help to achieve our
ambitions’. But it is true. The range of opportunities
is at least as wide as the activities described above.
Come and talk to a committee member soon.

WEST VALE

Chairman:
Graham Banks,12 Craven Common, Uffington, Faringdon, SN7 7RN
Secretary:
Brenda Forward, ‘Llamedos’, Longcot Rd, Shrivenham SN6 8HF
My last report opened with ‘Wet and windy’, well
this quarter has been warm, even hot, so you
can guess where this is going, yes the grass
and weeds are growing apace! So we are kept
busy keeping the towpaths and Canalside Park
clear.
The path improvements at Station Road Bridge
continue, but slowly, the ground is still wet and
digging/moving mud is difficult heavy work!
However the branch’s suggestion to the Oxford
County Council that the road across the bridge here
be made a ‘priority to oncoming traffic’ to limit the
road to a single lane over the bridge has been
accepted, and indeed installed! This will help protect
the Grade 2 listed structure as on past occasions
the parapet walls have been struck and damaged
by vehicles attempting to pass each other over the
narrow bridge. The OCC are also considering our
suggestion for improvements to the A420/Townsend
Road, (Bourton - Shrivenham road junction near
the site of Dr Coster’s Lift Bridge). This suggestion
involves re-locating the junction and making it a
roundabout a short distance to the east of the
present ‘T’ junction. If accepted it could mean that
we can much more easily install a new bridge for
the Bourton Road to cross the canal at an existing
culvert and to install a ‘feature lift bridge’ to replace
Dr Coster’s bridge to give a short cut
pedestrian/cycle bridge access to the towpath as
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well as much improving the access for traffic on to
the main A420. It’s a really ‘neat solution’. Fingers
crossed that it comes off. See! Canal restoration
isn’t all digging in the mud!
Talking of mud, we had visits during those wet
months to the Park and some of our towpaths.
Escaped sheep; it happens, can’t be helped?! and
horses, we guess with riders! Well many hooves
make much mud, lots with sheep but not too deep,
fewer with horses but very deep. Quite a mess and
somewhat dangerous for pedestrians and mowers!
Consequently we have started to install barriers to
hopefully reduce the recurrence to a minimum in
future. So we have installed a kissing gate on the
path at the boundary of the park with neighbouring
parish land. The kissing gate is of the special type
that allows easy wheelchair/ mobility scooter access
by the use of a ‘RADAR’ key which can be supplied,
at a very small cost, to all disabled persons who
request one. The new gate is exactly the same type
that was installed at the other end of the cemetery
path many years ago.
We will be installing and improving park and path
barriers/fences throughout the coming months as
labour becomes available. Which brings me to
volunteers – we have again been fortunate to get
visiting volunteers from local businesses, notably
35 from Nationwide Building Society and also
Network Rail and they were very busy with much

our digger and to buy much needed materials for
our path project in the Canalside Park and to carry
on with work to the wing walls at Steppingstone
Bridge.
The spring flowers in the park and along the
canal and towpaths were amazing again this year;
did you come to see them? Our bit is always worth
a look at any time of year. The yellow flag iris are
out at the moment, swathes of them, I will not say
just where, just come and find them and if they’ve
gone over there is sure to be something else to
see. Please come.
Alan Norris

scrub bashed, hedgerow trees and shrubs planted
and new paths laid. They all enjoyed their day with
us and many will return again BUT we are always
short of volunteers, more regular ones that is, so
where are you? You don’t have to dig mud, bash
scrub or install gates there are plenty of
desk/paperwork/organising jobs to do as well, for
example.
The branch has been fortunate to receive two
more grants since I last reported our success with
an application to the Vale, one from the 200 club,
(thank you all for buying a ticket), and one from the
Midshires Co-op.
These grants will enable us to buy parts to repair

EAST VALE

Chairman:
Brian Stovold, 10 The Kestrels, Grove, Wantage OX12 0QA
Secretary:
Chris Naish, 5 Tirrold Way, Wantage, Oxon OX12 7DL

This edition I am on the downside of a bet that
I can’t go the whole contribution without
mentioning the weather. Difficult but possibly
manageable. Strange how the time goes when
you’re unemployed, and spending lots of time
doing canal stuff.
Where shall I start? Oh yes, the Sack House.
Duly officially opened by Wantage Town Mayor on
Saturday April 26th with other town councillors
present. We were also delighted to see Frank
Parnell, Grove Parish Council Chairman. Also in
attendance were our County Councillors, Zoe
Patrick and Jenny Hannaby. Without their support
we could not have got to this position and saved
the building from demolition. The weather (lost bet
already) was slightly unkind as it saved the sudden
squall until just when Fiona unveiled the new blue
door plaque, up to then covered by the ceremonial
Trust tea towel. Wantage Silver Band were on hand
to play for us as well.
The displays look terrific and the TV is great for
showing slide shows.
Since then the team have been manning the
building for first and third Wednesdays and
Saturdays and getting a few interested people
passing through the portals.
The Sack House facebook page is now up to 106
likes and is a good place for me to publicise events
including the Summer Festival Walks.
The Wantage Summer Festival has just taken
place. My thanks to Rachel for being botanist on
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Sunday for a botany walk along the canal between
East Challow and Stockham. We were serenaded
by a very noisy chiffchaff (which I know is not
botany) and on the botanical front were rewarded
with the sighting of a bee orchid.
The Monday Mob were out last week doing a first
cut on the towpath at Childrey New Road which I
think exercised the machinery as well as the
volunteers’ own stamina. However it looked superb
when I in joint role as East Vale Chairman and
Chairman of Grove Scouts I accompanied my wife
and her Grove Beaver Scout colony down there for
a spot of tree planting to mark Scouts Community
Week.
Along the towpath at the field edge we have been
planting hedgerow for some time to fill in the gaps.
So we continued to fill in the gaps and at the same
time went on a tour of the canal. The Greater
Spotted Woodpecker chick appeared to have flown
the nest that week. Having been down there a few
days previously it was making a huge row
demanding food from parent. Perhaps I should
invite the Springwatch team down next year.
Waiting patiently in the hedge (not a pretty sight) I
managed to get a superb view of the adult bird.
Mike Matthews and I attended the Newbury
Transport Group monthly meeting in May and were
well received. We also attended for the first time
the Old Berks Countryside Show at Faringdon. (Me
doubling up manning stall with Mike and playing
with the Wantage Silver Band). Lots of good

comments and visitors to the East Vale Marquee.
The East Vale team have just attended the IWA
National Campaign Festival in Chester, held to
promote the restoration of the link to the River Dee.
Judging by the photograph the weather was kind
(just lost bet again!) and the event was well
attended. Nice to see the Wilts & Berks flag flying
nationally.
Events on the horizon locally: Childrey Fete on
June 21st, Newbury Waterways Festival on July
27th and the White Horse Show at Uffington on the
Sunday/Monday of the August Bank Holiday
weekend.
Parish Clerks: If you would like us to come to
your village show, please do contact me. If you are
in the area and wish to chat to me as local

chairman, I will be at White Horse Show along with
the team.
The team have been busy around our area doing
general maintenance and putting up a replacement
fence for one of our landowners in West Challow,
part of the prep work for the Bridleway Bridge.
As ever prep is everything and we await further
other negotiations coming to fruition before new
work can be started.
Finally I repeat my closing paragraph from the
last two editions of Dragonfly - if you are receiving
this as a Parish Council in the Vale or a local
organisation and haven’t had our talk or
presentation for some time…or at all, then please
do give me a call on 07946 524928 or email me on
brian.stovold@wbct.org.uk
Brian Stovold

Branch Events Use Of Trust Equipment For Events

In the absence of a Trust Events supremo the Branch Chairs have agreed to act as the conduit for
booking out Trust equipment and have set up a google diary so that they can ensure that items are
not double-booked. Therefore if you are organising an event eg a fete where displays boards etc are
required please contact your Branch Chairman to check availability.
Thanks, Brian, East Vale

Branch Meeting & Contact Details

The Melksham Calne and Chippenham branch meet at St Andrew’s Church Hall,
Melksham, at 20:00hrs on the first Tuesday of each month.

MELKSHAM CALNE & CHIPPENHAM WORK PARTY INFORMATION:
Organisers: Doug Harris, Chiverlins House, Sheldon, Chippenham, SN14 0XQ Tel 01249 652236
Ray Canter: raycanter@btinternet.com, Tel 01249 653448, Mob 07717 536883
Work Parties: Second & last Sunday each month
Details of the work parties are circulated by e-mail. Any member wishing to be included in this
circulation please contact doug.harris@wbct.org.uk
The Foxham & Lyneham Branch meet on a two monthly cycle, usually on a Thursday
evening at the Foxham Inn, at 19:30hrs.

FOXHAM/LYNEHAM WORK PARTY INFORMATION
Organiser: Gordon Williams
Tel. 07949 257897
Work Parties: Every Sunday at about 09:30-10:00hrs.
Ring Gordon to find out where we are working.
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The Wootton Bassett Branch meets at 20:00hrs on the first Monday of each month.
Please contact the secretary for details of meeting venue.
WOOTTON BASSETT WORK PARTY INFORMATION:
Organisers:
John Bower, 20 Glebe Road, Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire SN4 7DU
Tel 01793 636297
Richard Hawkins
Tel 01793 814959

Work Parties:
There are midweek and some weekend work parties. Please phone for details.
Work involves some maintenance of the existing canal area.
The Swindon Branch meets on the 1st Tuesday of the month at 19:30hrs,
usually at the Broome Manor Golf Club. Check website for details.
Organisers:
Ray Aldridge
Oliver Gardiner

SWINDON WORK PARTY INFORMATION:

Tel or Txt: 07502 046708
Tel: 07785 775993

Work Parties:
Regular work parties are on a Sunday. Check web site for details
Branch web-site: www.wbct.org.uk/branches/swindon

The West Vale branch meet at The Prince of Wales, High Street, Shrivenham at 20:00hrs
on the second Wednesday of each month.

WEST VALE WORK PARTY INFORMATION:
Organisers:
Chris Forward, 'Llamedos', Longcot Road, Shrivenham, SN6 8HF
Tel 01793 782776
Martin Thompson
Tel 07736 796419
Branch web-site: www.wbct.org.uk/branches/west-vale
EAST VALE WORK PARTY INFORMATION:

Organiser:
Bob Airey
Tel 01235 769469
Work Parties:
Second and fourth Saturday of the month with changes at public holiday times.
The East Vale work sites are: Childrey New Road; West Challow; Elm Farm section; and Grove
Locks. Contact WPO for details.
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Southern Canals Association

Chris Coyle reports on the Spring Meeting

The Spring meeting of the Southern Canals
Association was held at Halberton, near
Tiverton, 27th April 2014.
Halberton is on the Grand Western Canal; this
is an interesting canal, which has never been
connected to the main system, but is very attractive
in its own right, and is very popular with canal users
of all sorts. It straddles the border of Devon and
Somerset. For many years there has been a horsedrawn barge operating as a trip boat, as well as
day-boat hire. This is all located in the canal basin
at Tiverton, which also has remains of the industry
that originally gave the canal life and purpose.
The canal suffered an enormous breach in
November of 2013 in the Devon section, following
months of exceptionally heavy and persistent rain.
The canal section within Devon is in the
ownership of Devon County Council, and is part of
a country park. This was crucial in its rapid repair,
as the owner Devon CC had the responsibility, but
they also decided that the canal was of great
economic importance to the tourist industry in
Devon, and to the economy of Tiverton. They
therefore committed the necessary funds. Mark
Baker, Grand Western Canal Manager, gave an
interesting history of the development of the Devon
section of the Grand Western. He also outlined the
work involved in the repair and reopening of the
waterway following the breach.

We then had an opportunity to hear from Jason
Leach, Restoration Team Manager at Canal and
River Trust. An entertaining and interesting talk,
highlighting how CRT has begun to embrace the
concept of restoration. To paraphrase John
Dodwell, one of the CRT Trustees: 'CRT thinks
waterways are a good idea, so more waterways
must be even better'.
Dennis Dodd, one of the Friends of the Grand
Western, then outlined the work that has been done
on the restoration of a complex of buildings and
canal related structures at Nynehead, across the
border in Somerset.
Of course, we all wanted to visit the canal, which
we were able to do within walking distance of the
meeting place. It was only when we walked along
to the site of the breach that we could appreciate
just how big it had been, and just how high the
embankment carrying the canal is at the point of
the breach. We were told that it was about ninety
feet above the bottom of the valley at that point; it
certainly looked very high, and very steep. See
photo of the site of the breach.
All in all, an interesting day. Even isolated
sections can be beautiful and economically viable.
Recognition of the economic, social and
environmental benefits brings the will to restore
and maintain the canal. It was also a great
opportunity to make and maintain contact with other
canal societies in the region.

The repaired breach on the Grand Western Canal at Halberton.
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Situation Vacant - Events Sales Manager

The Trust attends a number of events such as Festivals and boat shows during the year. To ensure
that it gains maximum financial and membership advantage at each event the Trust is looking to
appoint a Sales Manager.
The main tasks would be to:
Liaise with the Membership Secretary, Events Director and Merchandising Director to ensure that
appropriate materials and personnel are at events where the Trust is exhibiting
Organise teams to act as ‘Events Sales Staff, encouraging membership applications and selling
Trust items such as merchandise and raffle tickets
Provide briefing and advice to Trust personnel on duty at events

Situation Vacant - Engineering Co-Director

After many years, Mike Lee has stood down as Engineering Co-Director. We need a qualified,
experienced and enthusiastic engineer, preferably (but not 100% necessarily) with knowledge of
canals to take part in major projects that are now being planned or are coming on stream.

Letters
The Editor
agazine
Dragonfly M
Dear Editor and members
Towpath Access
In the Foxham & Lyneham report in Dragonfly No 132 Spring 2014 it was stated that “Unfortunately
the owner of the canal at each side of the road will not permit the public or Trust members to walk the
canal .” The area referred to is Dauntsey Lock, and I am the landowner on that section. I feel the situation
needs clarification.
On the west side of the B4069, there is no access to any road or right of way, and the landowner of
the section at the end of this bit of towpath specifically requested that I do not permit walkers, as she is
afraid that these people would be tempted to break down her fence and go onto her property, and injure
her horses. Indeed, the fence has been broken on two occasions. The Trust is aware of this situation,
which unfortunately is not likely to change in the near future, unless we can change her “anti” status!
The reason that the towpath on the east side of the road is not yet open to the public is because there
are sections of it which present safety issues, and I have always assured the Trust that as soon as I
have been able to do some levelling work and make the surface walkable, I am prepared to grant informal
access. I also have some leaks to investigate on that section. In the meantime, whenever Trust members
have contacted me to say that they would like to walk it, I have arranged a day and time and walked it
with them, because of the safety issues. The Trust is aware of the situation, and of the cost involved for
completing the work.
Rachael Banyard
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Dear Editor
I will leave others to comment if they wish on the main part of Jeff Daws' letter in the
last edition about The Future.
However, I do not support his suggestion of increasing the annual subscription. The
Trust needs to widen its support a lot more beyond the present 2,350 - increasing the
subscription will deter possible new members. A large membership increases the
potential to influence various authorities. Look at our neighbours the Cotswold Canal
Trust which has about 7,500 members and a fine financial and other contribution
from Stroud Council.
I also note that having a large membership base gives the Trust a large group of
people to whom special appeals can be made for special projects. This is better than
having a high subscription and low membership numbers.
Yours sincerely, John Dodwell
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Dear Editor,
I read with interest the comments from Jeff Daws at the end of his letter in Dragonfly relating to membership
subscription rates, it is a subject which comes up at fincom (the Trust finance and administration committee)
from time to time. The short answer is yes, the minimum £10 subscription does cover the cost of printing
and sending out Dragonfly, it also happens to be the same as our neighbouring restoration society
(Cotswold Canals Trust). By keeping the subscription low it allows the maximum number of people to remain a member whilst those who are able can add a donation. You may be interested to know that in 2013
about a third of all members added a donation to their basic subscription, the average amount of the donation being £15. As well as donations, there are two other ways members can help keep costs down and increase funds raised:
1. Pay your membership by standing order. Not only does this save us the cost of envelopes and postage
each year and you the cost of the stamp sending us a cheque back, it also massively reduces the amount of
time spent processing membership renewals. Anyone who pays by cheque gets a form to start a standing
order on the back of their renewal letter.
2. Providing you are a tax payer (income tax or capital gains tax), sign up for gift aid. This costs you nothing
but means we can claim 25p tax back from the government for every pound thus turning your £10 subscription
into £12.50, in effect it is free money! If you are not sure whether you have signed a gift aid form, please email
membership@wbct.org.uk and we will check our records.
George Eycott, Membership Team

Email:editor@wbct.org.uk
Write to:- Dragonfly Editor, Wilts & Berks Canal Trust, PO Box 3630, Swindon, SN4 4A
The Editors reserves the right to shorten, change or not to publish any letters received.
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Pewsham
Open Day.
Preparation
in School
Visit

(Report Next Page )

Pewsham
Open Day.
Trainee
Bricklayers

(Report Next Page )
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Heritage Open Day
Val Melville

Pewsham Brought Back to Life
Isn’t it great when a plan comes together? It
was a very ambitious plan: invite local schools
and the community to Pewsham Locks for two
days of activities and fun, whilst informing them
about the canal’s heritage, the restoration
project, and bringing it all to life by re-enacting
the lives of people who lived or worked on the
Wilts & Berks Canal.
Could we do it? Would our volunteers be up for
it? Would anyone come? If they did, how would we
get them there? What if it rained??
What is life though, if you don’t take risks! And
in the end, we had two amazing days.
On Friday June 20th, 120 local children, dressed
in Victorian costume, walked along the Sustrans
cycle path to the Pewsham Locks site. They were
greeted by characters such as Samuel Brown,
canal agent, Alfred Hodgson, boat-builder, Charles
Isaac, blacksmith, James Silk, boatman, William
Cullis, brick-maker, and John Holland, navvy, to
name just a few.
It was not long before the sounds of sawing,
hammering, and smithing were once again heard
at Pewsham Locks; clay was puddled, bridges were
built and ropes were knotted. There were also the
quieter traditional skills of brick making and
bricklaying, spinning, weaving, crochet, plate
painting and rag rugging; all recalling the domestic
and industrial heritage of this special place in
Chippenham’s past.
Meanwhile, The Butty Boys entertained the
workers and Mr Ralph Gaby looked in vain for
someone to resolve the small matter of the money
owed to him by the Wilts & Berks Canal Company.
It was an exhausting but amazing day, and 120
children went back to school very hot, very happy
– and rather muddy…
So, Saturday 21st – The Longest Day – and we
had to do it all over again. (Whose idea was
this???) Another beautiful day dawned, and this
time, the different challenges of traffic, catering and
unknown numbers of people. We eventually
counted over 300 visitors, but it was probably

nearer 350. They also loved the practical activities,
the canal type food, Frankie the canalhorse,
resplendent in his bonnet, and the wonderful
entertainment from Mrs Peverell’s Favourites, The
Butty Boys and Sharmaine Washbourne. In fact,
people were still arriving at 3:30, and it was only
the arrival of the marquee firm to reclaim what was
theirs, that persuaded the last few to leave.
It took a huge effort and much goodwill from so
many people to make the Open Days happen, but
what an advertisement for our cause among the
local community. Cherry Ann Knott, a Heritage
Lottery Fund representative spent several hours
with us – hopefully she was impressed that we had
used the HLF grant well. We think so – it really was
an amazing couple of days.
So: Yes, we did it. Yes, the volunteers were
absolutely brilliant. Yes, people came; getting them
there was a challenge, but we managed it, and NO
it didn’t rain!
We have learned so much from the beginning of
the process. Having an idea of what we wanted to
achieve (it seems a long time since we spent three
days in Chippenham Museum, but that was all part
of this process), putting the bid together and
receiving notification that we had been successful.
Then we had to get geared up to deliver everything
we promised. There were rough plans, detailed
plans and things we had completed, and all had to
be recorded in great detail. Our success will
ultimately be measured by our record keeping and
ability to prove we have achieved everything we
promised to the Heritage Lottery Fund. This in turn
should assist the Trust in applying for, and having
granted, much larger bids.
A huge task but the benefits to us and the wider
community are obvious. There is a much wider
knowledge of our existence and we have local
schoolchildren with a much broader knowledge of
their own local heritage; and without understanding
of our heritage, how can any of us hope to move
into the future with sure footedness?
Thank you so much to everyone who helped; too
numerous to list here, but you know who you are.
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Trust Officials and Council of Management

Council of Management :
Chairman
Vacant
Vice Chair
Kath Hatton, 4 Charlton Hill, Edington, Westbury, BA13 4PL
01380 831 231
Co. Secretary/Vice Chair Chris Coyle, 27 Seymour Road, Bath BA1 6DZ
07710 737 166
Treasurer:
Peter Kinsman, Nant-y-Broch, Purton Stoke, Swindon SN5 4JG
01793 771 548
IWA Rep:
Roger Holmes, 72 Primrose Hill, Lydney, GL15 5SP
01594 840 316
Project Director - North: Vacant
Project Director - West:Colin Fletcher, Lower Foxhangers Farm, Rowde SN10 1SS
01380 828 254
Project Director - Central/WPO Swindon: Ray Aldridge, contact via Trust Office
07502 046 708
Project Director - East: Vacant
Fundraising Director: Kath Hatton, 4 Charlton Hill, Edington, Westbury, BA13 4PL
01380 831 231
Environment Director: Dr David Cook, 11 Highfields Road, Early, Reading RG6 5RZ
01189 863 284
Engineering Directors: Eddie Thomas, 14 Sandringham Road, Swindon SN3 1HP
01793 534 404
Vacant
Health & Safety: Dave Stirling, Contact via Trust Office
08452 268 567
Branch Chair East Vale: Brian Stovold 10 Kestrels Grove Wantage OX12 0QA
01235 763072
Branch Chair F&L: Andrew Chapman Dauntsey Lodge Farm, Sodom Lane, Dauntsey, Wilts, SN15 4JA.
01249 890379 / 07778 568 957
Branch Chair WB: Jenny Stratton, 35 Sheriden Drive, Wootton Bassett, SN4 8JJ 01793 850310
Branch Chair MCC: Derek Flexer 29 Rowden Hill, Chippenham, SN15 2AQ.
01249 656 497
IT/Tech Ops: Dave Maloney, 18 Bolts Croft, Chippenham SN15 3GQ
07809 374 754/ 01249 658699
Communications Director: Vacant
Membership Director: Vacant, contact via Trust office
Towpath Project Director: Vacant
Events Director: Vacant
Land Negotiations Director: Vacant

Officers
Archivist: Doug Small, 8 Raymond Rd, Maidenhead SL6 6DF
01628 544 666
Contact Officer Abingdon: Martin Buckland, 4 West Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1QP
01235 204 115
Branch Chair Swindon: Rod Hacker, 11 Whittington Road, Swindon, SN5 7DF
07502 046 708
B’ch Chair West Vale: Alan Norris, Greenfields, Station Road, Shrivenham, SN6 8JL
01793 783 024
Administrator: Justine Hanley, PO Box 3630, Swindon, SN4 4AN
08452 268 567
Finance Assistant: Ann O’Donaghue, PO Box 3630, Swindon, SN4 4AN
08452 268 567
Events Co-ordinator: John Minns 19 Compton Drive Abingdon OX14 2DF
01235 525 116
Trip Boats: Robert Yeowell and Sue Paine, Contact via Trust Office
08452 268 567
Corporate Membership Executive: Harry Bromley Contact via Trust Office
08452 268 567
ENTRUST Liaison Officer Ian Skerry, 16 Chapel Hill, Watchfield, Swindon SN6 8TA
01793 784 197
Gift Aid Officer David Chalmers, 40 Greenleaze, Knowle Park, Bristol BS4 2TL
01179 720 423
PR/Press Officer: Vacant
Webmaster: Dave Maloney, as above
WPO MCC Branch: Douglas Harris Chiverlins House Sheldon Chippenham SN14 0XQ
01249 652 236
WRG rep/Technical Ops: George Eycott, Knowle House,1 Ham Road, Wanborough, SN4 0DF
07771 775 745
Partnership - Wiltshire Council Countryside Officer:
Ken Oliver, Wiltshire Council, Monkton Park, Chippenham, Wilts, SN15 1ER
Email Ken.oliver@witshire.gov.uk
01249 706494

Trust Office
PO Box 3630, Swindon, SN4 4AN

0845 226 8567

Emails
Anyone on this page or in the branch details may be contacted using an e-mail address in the form: firstname.lastname@wbct.org.uk (firstname and lastname as printed in the listings).
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A Page for Notes and Doodles
(things to tell the editors?)

Dragonfly 134
The next edition of Dragonfly will be published in October 2014
Please send articles and reports for inclusion by 1st September 2014
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